Comments on: New release 2.2.1
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: torakiki
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/new-release-2-2-1/412/#comment-1805&quot;&gt;Natalie P.&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi, the old PDFsam Basic can be found here https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam-v2/releases
	By: Natalie P.
Hi, the PDF Split and Merge Basic Ver 2.2.1 was so much easier to use than the PDFSAM Visual. I am wondering if there is some way to download the old version. I am happy to pay for it.
	By: Jose
Sorry :)

Using
&lt;code&gt;set DIRNAME=%~dp0..lib&lt;/code&gt;
instead of
&lt;code&gt;set DIRNAME=..lib&#060;/code
	By: Jose
Just in case, I had to modify run-console.bat in order to get the containing directory of the batch 
Using
&lt;code&gt;
set DIRNAME=%~dp0..lib
&lt;/code&gt;
instead of
&lt;code&gt;
set DIRNAME=%~dp0..lib
&lt;/code&gt;
	By: Larry
Love the software, has saved my day.  Simple and effective.  Thanks very much!
	By: Manu
@julo Thank you so much. I had the same problem witn Windows 7 64bits and your explanation was so useful!!
	By: DanyFr
I had the same problem like Ralf and Julo, but only since any day&#039;s without any modification of my own, maybe Windows automatical update. I work under W7 64 bit pro.
With Julo&#039;s kludge (thanks a lot) I can work futher with this great program, but it work great  befor, is they not a way to correct this bug?

Thank you for this great program, thank you for your help
	By: julo
@Ralf Schuchardt:
I had the same problem.
The kludge which helped me was to click on the &quot;Show Desktop&quot; icon (which minimizes all open applications and shows only the desktop) and then click on the &quot;Show Desktop&quot; icon AGAIN (which re-shows all minimized applications, INCLUDING PDFSam).

(I assume the application window is outside of the screen window when launching originally. I had that happen to me with another application eons ago. In that case however I could right-click the task icon and had the option of moving the window with the arrows.)
	By: Ralf Schuchardt
Dear PDFSam Team,

since I&#039;ve installed to new 2.21 SAM there are several problems.
The file will open, but I can&#039;t see the GUI. If I will click on the taskbar on the &quot;opened&quot; SAM there is only &quot;close window&quot;. The preview is availalble but if I click on it, nothing happend.
Please help me!!!

Thanking you in advance!
	By: eric
thanks you,

